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Moves Toward Extinction
Two artists wrestle with the intersections of technology and massive
ecological shifts brought on by the Anthropocene.
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Installation view of Suzanne Anker at the Everson Museum of Art (photo credit Raul Valverde)

SYRACUSE, NY — At the Everson Museum of Art in Syracuse, Frank Gillette and Suzanne Anker
are having concurrent, distinct solo shows that nonetheless grow into a single umbrella
project, Strata. The framework fits perfectly: what could be better for two artists wrestling with the
intersections of technology and massive ecological shifts, brought on by the Anthropocene, than a
new species of exhibition format?
Anker has her own show, as does Gillette, each with a separate title: Suzanne Anker: 1.5° Celsius,
and Frank Gillette: Excavations and Banquets. But the intelligent curatorial layout, by DJ
Hellerman and David Ross, is such that the shows cohabitate, creating a single environment.

https://hyperallergic.com/495106/frank-gillette-and-suzanne-anker-everson-museum-of-art/
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Viewers pass through one large room of Gillette’s work, then two of Anker’s, only to end with
another space saturated with Gillette’s. Two bridge-ways connect the museum’s massive rooms. In
these narrow passages, viewers find six blueprint-like digital diagrams produced collaboratively by
the two artists. Also titled “Strata,” the speculative drawings (from 2018) combine fragments of
architectural monuments with bio-diverse growths to breed new locales — perhaps imaginary places
we will come to populate as our planet moves rapidly towards extinction.

Installation view of Frank Gillette at the Everson Museum of Art (photo credit Raul Valverde)

Installation view of Frank Gillette, “Track/Trace” (1972) (photo credit Raul Valverde)

https://hyperallergic.com/495106/frank-gillette-and-suzanne-anker-everson-museum-of-art/
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Taken as a whole, Strata (the exhibition) reads a bit like one of these drawings realized in
museum format: a system of works dedicated to speculative ecologies at once urgent, sobering,
and playful. Both Anker and Gillette manage this while avoiding didacticism. The delicate
choreography of Gillette’s “Track/Trace” (1972) — a pyramidal structure of 15 video monitors —
feels as prescient as ever with its live surveillance footage of the museum galleries transmitted to
the monitors. “Track/Trace” forces us to confront a haunting blend of ourselves in the present and
immediate past, to look at ourselves in the monitors while having just left.
Anker also tinkers with live material in “Astroculture” (2015), a sculpture in which plants grow
inside metal containers lit by red and blue LED light stimulating photosynthesis. Tended to daily
over the course of the exhibition, “Astroculture” models sunless futures in which we intuit viable
ways to grow food — futures that will perhaps be too dim for us to be wasting time worrying
about art markets, pedigree, and artworks made with bloated auction prices in mind.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Installation view of Suzanne Anker at the Everson Museum of Art (photo credit Raul Valverde)

	
  
Remarkable moments of interplay between repetition, replication, delay, and decay run
throughout Strata. In the second room of Anker’s work, big, velvety C-Prints of microcosmic
wonders line the walls, while a large glass case sits at the center housing dozens of small
specimens. Only upon closer inspection does one find that the specimens in “Remote Sensing”
(2014–16) are actually small 3D-printed models of abstracted versions of the photographs.
https://hyperallergic.com/495106/frank-gillette-and-suzanne-anker-everson-museum-of-art/
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Colorful, crystalline extrusions shoot upward from the replicas reminding viewers that the
process of “remote sensing” refers to data collection of distant terrain by satellite. As the details
of the world in the petri dish get obscured, a different set of vertical coordinates comes to life
through the digital “apprehension” of other information. These look almost like studies for other
worlds out of an Ursula K. LeGuin novel. Indeed, if Anker’s show title 1.5° Celsius — the
projected increase in global temperature between 2030 and 2052 — rings true, we may be
looking to “Astroculture,” “Remote Sensing,” and “Strata” for other blueprints.

Suzanne Anker: 1.5° Celsius and Frank Gillette: Excavations and Banquets continue at the Everson
Museum of Art (401 Harrison St, Syracuse, New York) through April 21. The exhibitions were
curated by DJ Hellerman and David Ross.
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Intallation hot from "Life i Cheap"  Anicka Yi (2017), image via the Guggenheim

https://www.artspace.com/magazine/art_101/close_look/slime-mold-glow-in-the-dark-bunnies-and-victimless-leather-9-bioartists-you-should-know-55928
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Imagine it' the ninetie. The internet i eginning to roll out a a conumer product. cientit are
experimenting on human tiue and DNA equencing. It will oon e a new millennia. Technoutopianim i running high, and with it, the hope that cience can e ued to poitivel alter, and, in
ome cae, even replace, the human od. Thi comination of optimim and new technolog inpired
ioArt, a movement in which artit egan working with material uch a live tiue, acteria, and
living organim. Here, we look at nine ioArtit whoe work challenge our undertanding of "life"
and "technolog."

JO DAVI

Call Me Ihmael  Joe Davi (2008), image via Dicover Magazine
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In the late 1980, artit Joe Davi, collaorating with molecular iologit Dana od, inerted a noniological DNA meage into a DNA coding equence for the ver firt time. In a piece that would
eventuall e known a Microvenu, Davi and od encoded a inar repreentation of an ancient
Germanic alphaet letter (a rune) r epreentative of a female godde into a trand of . Coli' genetic
equence. According to CLOT magazine, the rune "wa a repone to the Pioneer plaque deigned 
atronomer Frank Drake and Carl agan that were ent aoard Pioneer pacecraft with the intention
of eing intercepted  extraterretrial life." The plaque howed the location of earth within the olar
tem, life on earth, and human form. Annoed at the lack of detail in the female figure compared
to
the male figure, Davi "ued Microvenu a a counter-argument for how we, a a pecie, outwardl
Currentl a reearch affiliate in the Department of iolog at MIT and the George Church
Laorator at Harvard Medical chool, Davi i currentl working on encoding the 50,000 page of
the nglih Wikipedia into acteria which will then e tranferred into apple tree. Previou project
include a radio tem made of protein from marine ponge and Call Me Ihmael (2008), a lightning
rod tower which Davi contructed in memoriam for victim of Hurricane Katrina.

https://www.artspace.com/magazine/art_101/close_look/slime-mold-glow-in-the-dark-bunnies-and-victimless-leather-9-bioartists-you-should-know-55928
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DUARDO KAC

GFP unn  duardo Kac (2000), image via Dazed

In Natural History of an Enigma (2003-2008), Eduardo Kac’s best known work, he merged his DNA
with that of a petunia. He named the plant Edunia, a combination of “petunia” and his own
nomenclature. As the artist wrote on his website, “The Edunia has red veins on light pink petals and a
gene of mine is expressed on every cell of its red veins, i.e., my gene produces a protein in the veins…
The result of this molecular manipulation is a bloom that creates the living image of human blood
rushing through the veins of a flower.” The aim of this piece, said Kac, was to show the public how
closely human beings resemble non-human beings—not just animals like apes and dogs, “with which it
is possible to communicate directly,” but flowers as well.

https://www.artspace.com/magazine/art_101/close_look/slime-mold-glow-in-the-dark-bunnies-and-victimless-leather-9-bioartists-you-should-know-55928
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orn in razil in 1962 and widel regarded a the father of ioArt, a term he coined in the 1990, Kac
moved to the U.. to attend the chool of the Art Intitute of Chicago. After receiving hi MFA in
1990, he egan doing work that comined technolog and animal, uch a a Concerning Human
Undertanding, which allowed a canar in Kentuck and a plant in New York Cit to convere via
telephone. In hi perhap mot controverial work, GFP unn (2000), Kac comined jellfih and
rait DNA to geneticall engineer a unn that would glow green under lue light. ioethicit
accued him of plaing God, to which Kac reponded that ioArt mut e generated "with great care
and with a commitment to repect, nurture, and love [toward] the life thu created.”

ORON CATTS AND IONAT ZURR

Victimle Leather  Oron Catt and Ionat Zurr (2004), imag e via the Tiue Culture and Art Project weite

In 1996, Oron Catt and Ionat Zurr founded the Tiue Culture and Art Project. In reviiting their old
weite, perhap the mot hocking thing i not the “victimle leather” or the “diemodied
cuiine” (the firt teak wa grown from prenatal heep cell) ut the low-re Y2K-tled laout:
https://www.artspace.com/magazine/art_101/close_look/slime-mold-glow-in-the-dark-bunnies-and-victimless-leather-9-bioartists-you-should-know-55928
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lurr artit image and a dated elf-confidence––the “aout” ection open with a manifeto: "We are
invetigating our relationhip with the different gradient of life through the contruction/growth of
a new cla of object/being… These are parts of complex organisms which are sustained alive outside
of the body and coerced to grow in predetermined shapes.”
pring oarding off then-new experiment in tiue culturing, Catt and Zurr created work uch a
Diemodied Cuiine (2003), which erved “victimle meat,” and Victimle Leather (2004), in which,
which, per their weite, wa “grown from immortalied cell line which are cultured and form a
living layer of tissue supported by a biodegradable polymer matrix in the form of a miniature stitchless coat-like shape.” The result is weirdly adorable. In 2000, Catts and Zurr founded SymbioticA in
conjunction with the University of Western Australia’s School of Anatomy and Human Biology,
which operates as a hub for scientists, artists, and academics to work together.

MARTA D MNZ

A utterfl from (Nature?)  Marta de Meneze (1999), image via the artit' weite

https://www.artspace.com/magazine/art_101/close_look/slime-mold-glow-in-the-dark-bunnies-and-victimless-leather-9-bioartists-you-should-know-55928
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In 1999, Marta de Meneze created her firt piece of ioArt, (Nature?), in which he generated
utterflie with human-deigned wing pattern. Uing a thin needle hooked up to a heat generator, de
Meneze lightl altered the wing development of the utterflie while the were till in their cocoon.
Thee change did not occur at the genetic level and o were not paed on to the utterfl offpring.
Intead, the project lived and died when the inect did. To quote the artit, “The new pattern are
something that never existed before in nature, and that rapidly disappear from nature not to be seen
again. These artworks literally live and die. They are an example of art with a lifespan––the lifespan of
a butterfly.
TLARC

Image of telarc' ear implant, image via leek Magazine
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Stelarc is perhaps best known as the guy with an ear in his arm. In 2007, the Cypriot-Australian
performance artist––then in his fifties––had a cell-cultivated ear surgically attached to his left arm. The
piece, which required two surgeries but, due to infection, eventually had to be removed, was extremely
in line with the rest of Stelarc’s oeuvre, which centers on his thesis that the "the human body is
obsolete.”
Raied in the Melourne uur of unhine, telarc’ performance include: upending himelf from
fleh hook, allowing hi od to e controlled  electronic mucle timulator hooked up to the
internet, performing with a rootic third arm, and itting at the center of a ix-legged walking machine
which he operated via arm geture.

https://www.artspace.com/magazine/art_101/close_look/slime-mold-glow-in-the-dark-bunnies-and-victimless-leather-9-bioartists-you-should-know-55928
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UZANN ANKR

Intallation hot of a piece from uanne Anker' "Remote ening" erie, image via the artit' weite

The pieces in Suzanne Anker’s “Remote Sensing” series (2013) look something between a ge ode and
a houehold ucculent. In fact, the are 3D-printed model aed on photo of decaing matter. The
erie title i aed off a term from atellite technolog ued to decrie geographical area that are
too dangerou for human contact, and fit in with Anker' larger project: to examine how "nature" i
eing altered in the twent-firt centur with a focu on climate change, pecie extinction, and toxic
degradation.
Considered one of the early pioneers of BioArt, Anker has been fusing art and biology since the mid
nineties. In 1994, she curated "Gene Culture: Molecular Metaphor in Visual Art," one of the very
first exhibits to deal with genetics and visual culture. In 2011, she founded the Bio Arts Lab at New
York’s School for Visual Arts, the very first Bio Art laboratory in a U.S. Fine Arts Department.
Anker has also had a prolific academic writing and editing career, publishing on topics such as
genomic mapping and interspecies relationships.
https://www.artspace.com/magazine/art_101/close_look/slime-mold-glow-in-the-dark-bunnies-and-victimless-leather-9-bioartists-you-should-know-55928
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HEATHER BARNETT

till from tud No.016: collective experiment etalihing like and dilike (2011), image via the artit' weite

Heather arnett decrie the Pharum xperiment a “an ongoing collaoration with an intelligent
organim”; her collaorator are, of coure, lime mold, whoe growth, navigational ailitie, and
humanoid ehavior he ha tudied and oerved for ear. Ued a tet uject for an arra of
cientific experiment, the ingle cell organim in fact dipla aic ign of intelligence, capale of
prolem olving and anticipating event. arnett then make movie and animation aed off her
tudie.
In one uch piece, tud No.016: collective experiment etalihing like and dilike (2011), viitor at the
Margate Film Fetival were invited to feed ome lime mold a variet of utance to etalih which
kind of thing the mold enjoed eating. arnett filmed the mold’ conumption hait, and, “at the end

https://www.artspace.com/magazine/art_101/close_look/slime-mold-glow-in-the-dark-bunnies-and-victimless-leather-9-bioartists-you-should-know-55928
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of the fetival the film wa compiled and hared online, man people contriuting to one film. ome
repone are oviou ([the lime mold] like oat and pata, doen’t like pharmaceutical), ut the
repone to chili powder and toacco i mixed––omething to e teted more in future.”

ANICKA YI

Petri dih containing acteria culture from a work in progre  Anicka Yi (2015), image via Artforum

While not trictl a io artit, Anicka Yi' ue of material feel ver much inpired  ioArt' legac.
orn in eoul, Korea, in 1971, efore moving to the U.. at age two, Anicka Yi didn’t tart making art
until he wa 30 ear old, which i when he egan experimenting, not jut in art, ut in cience and
perfume a well. Yi ecame known for uing perihale material that engaged the five ene: tempura-

https://www.artspace.com/magazine/art_101/close_look/slime-mold-glow-in-the-dark-bunnies-and-victimless-leather-9-bioartists-you-should-know-55928
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fried flower, canvae fahioned from oap, tainle teel hower head, fih oil pill, hredded Teva

Sandals boiled in recalled powdered milk. In You Can Call Me F, her 2015 show at The Kitchen in
New York, Yi expanded her field of materials to include the human body. She took swabs from 100
women, and, with the help of MIT synthetic biologists, cultivated the bacteria in an agar billboard
whose sent “assaulted” visitors as they entered.
Yi’s aim, she said, was to look at what feminism smelled like, part of a larger inquiry into what she
called the “patriarchal fear” surrounding hygiene and the female body. As she explained in a video
for the Guggenheim museum, “You're dealing with a society that is overly obsessed with
cleanliness. And that's partially why I do work with bacteria as a material. Especially in the west, we
have this morbid fear of pungent aromas, of bacteria. I'm giving a kind of visualization to people's
anxieties about all the germs and bacteria that are proliferating all around us.”
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